**Privacy policy**

**Who is responsible for the treatment of your personal data?**

The person in charge is GREENNOVA FOUNDATION (hereafter “GREENNOVA”) with address in Córsega 299, 3rd 4th, 08008, Barcelona, Spain.

In case of doubt or to inquire about any aspect of our privacy policy you can get in touch with us writing to our postal address or to the email info@greennova.org

**How did we get your personal data?**

Your personal data has been obtained through previous relations with GREENNOVA or by requesting information about us.

**What personal data do we treat?**

The data that we will discuss for the legitimate purposes that we explain below are the following:

Data necessary to maintain the relationship with you:

- First name
- Surname
- Email address

We also inform you that we will deal with those additional data that you voluntarily facilitate during the future relationships and interactions you maintain with GREENNOVA, including those that you provide through a social network or other application. These data depend on your own privacy settings, use of the social network or application, as well as the privacy policies of each social network or application, so we recommend that you read them carefully before providing data through his.

**Why do we treat your personal data?**

To publicize and promote our activities, as well as to foster economic collaboration with us.

**Can we provide your information to third parties?**

Only to Public Administrations, and in compliance with the legal obligations to which GREENNOVA is subject due to its activity.

**How long will we store your data?**

Unless you tell us the opposite, we will keep your personal information the necessary or allowed time to attend to the purposes for which it was obtained. The criteria used to determine conservation time include our legal obligations, statistical needs or the fact that conservation is or is not advisable according to our legal position.

**If you are under 18 years of age**

Please do not send us any personal information about you or your family without the prior authorization of your parents or tutors. If they agree, you can participate in our campaigns and activities in the way in each case indicated. Ask your parents or tutors to get in touch with us at info@greennova.org should you have any questions.

**What are your rights?**

You can exercise your rights of access, rectification, deletion and portability, limitation and / or opposition to the treatment, through the postal and electronic addresses indicated.

However, if you consider that the treatment of your personal data violates your privacy regulations or rights, you can file a complaint:

- For more information on the guarantees of your privacy, you can go to GREENNOVA through info@greennova.org or through the postal address indicated.
- In front of the Spanish Agency for Data Protection, through its electronic headquarters or postal address.